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I. Introduction
Courts and commentators have spilled a great deal of ink-and paid an enormous amount in legal fees-over the last 15 years in an effort
to determine the appropriate scope of copyright protection for computer software.1 To a large extent, this debate has focused on how
software copying should be tested. On one side, "broad constructionists" have emphasized the need to compare the copyrighted and
accused works as a whole, in order to give protection to the "total concept and feel" of the works. On the other side, "narrow
constructionists" have urged the methodical dissection of copyrighted works into their component parts in order to determine what
exactly qualifies for copyright protection.
For all intents and purposes, this aspect of the debate is over. In the last three years, virtually all the courts to consider this issue have
lined up with the "narrow constructionists," engaging in "analytic dissection" of computer programs in order to determine whether any
copyrightable expression has actually been copied.2 Most commonly, this analytic dissection has taken the form of the "abstractionfiltration-comparison" test set forth in Computer Associates v. Altai.3 While there are still a few courts in which the "total concept and
feel" approach remains the law, the approach is moribund: since Altai was decided, no court has endorsed the broader "total concept

and feel" approach.4
This does not mean that we can all go home, however. Rather than ending, the debate over software copyright law appears to be
shifting its focus. Having finally resolved the debate that has been plaguing software copyright law since its inception, courts are
discovering to their chagrin, that deciding what test to apply actually tells you very little about how to apply that test. Despite the
convergence of courts on Altai's filtration approach, courts remain fundamentally conflicted in deciding how broadly to protect
software copyright.5 Further, there remains a good deal of misunderstanding about what exactly it means to "abstract" and "filter" a
computer program.
Part II of this Article traces the history of legal protection for computer software, beginning with trade secret protection. It discusses
the relatively quick development of a rule that literal copying of computer programs is prohibited, and the more intractable problem of
non-literal infringement. Part III chronicles the convergence of courts and commentators on the filtration test. It then focuses on court
decisions since Altai which have attempted to apply this test, and concludes that there is still substantial disagreement among the
courts as to how that test should work in practice. Finally, Part IV suggests a unified approach to evaluating non-literal infringement in
software copyright cases. This approach focuses on exactly what is alleged to have been copied. It also acknowledges the increasing
role of patent law in protecting computer software, and the role of other copyright concerns such as compatibility and fair use. The
result of this unified approach is to provide relatively narrow copyright protection for computer programs in most cases of non-literal
infringement. In this part, I examine some of the implications of this unified approach by looking at its effect on recent cases such as
Lotus v. Borland 6 and Apple v. Microsoft.7
II. The History of Software Protection
As is common in intellectual property law, technological development in the computer industry has outrun the pace of legal change. In
the 1960s and early 1970s, federal intellectual property law did not protect computer software. As a result, software vendors attempted
to protect their programs in two ways-through trade secrets laws and by contract. But the vendors faced a problem: if they were selling
multiple copies of a program to whomever wanted them, how could the program be a secret? The answer was that, while the program
might be widely distributed, in fact all that was sold was a disk containing object code. Object code is virtually impossible for humans
to read without machine assistance.8 Because of this, some courts held quite early in the history of computer software protection that
widely distributed programs could in fact retain their trade secret status.9
This was the purpose of the proprietary rights contract.10 Software vendors needed proof that they were not in fact disclosing their
trade secrets by selling copies to whoever wanted them. To provide such proof, they created the legal fiction that they were really
licensing rather than selling their software. Because the "license" contained provisions that required customers to keep the software
confidential, many courts held that the trade secrets contained therein could be protected.
As we shall see, however, the shortcomings of trade secret protection led software vendors to seek alternate avenues to protect their
works.11
A. Establishing Copyright Protection for Software
Copyright law was originally established to prevent the unauthorized printing of books.12 To a large extent, the scheme of copyright
protection still shows its literary roots. Copyright law was designed in order to protect physical works of creative authorship which
could be used without being copied. The law's assumption that the objects of copyright protection are physical has colored the
application of copyright law to computer software cases. Courts repeatedly look-often in vain-to the familiar physical world of
copyright to find analogies to apply in the world of computer software.
The fundamental principle of copyright law is that unauthorized copying is not permitted.13 Copying violative of the statute includes
not only the literal taking of the words or expression of another, but also what is called "non-literal infringement"-the taking of the
essence of the author's expression without using the author's actual words. Were copyright protection limited to literal infringement, as
Judge Hand has noted, a plagiarist could "escape by immaterial variations."14 Indeed, protection for copyrighted works extends
beyond even the language or particular creative expression used, to encompass the "structure, sequence and organization" of a work,15
and its "total concept and feel."16 Furthermore, when copying cannot be proven by direct evidence, it may be inferred from proof of
the infringer's access to the copyrighted work plus proof of substantial similarity between the two works.17
Not all copying rises to the level of copyright infringement, however. There are several important limits on the rights of copyright
owners to protect their works. First, and most important, a copyright plaintiff must prove that the defendant has copied protectable

expression.18 In particular, a copyright owner may not lay claim to the ideas within her work, but only to her particular means of
expressing those ideas.19 Further, copyright protection does not extend to any part of the work that consists of unprotectable facts,20
stock literary or artistic themes,21 or expression that is not sufficiently creative or original with the copyright owner to qualify for
protection.22 Finally, copying of protectable expression is only actionable if the copying is substantial.23
In the computer software context, each of these basic elements of copyright law has had to be painstakingly reestablished. Even after
the passage of the 1976 Copyright Act, it was not obvious to the courts that the copyright laws protected computer programs at all.24
The Congressional Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) recommended that the copyright statute
be amended to provide protection for computer programs. CONTU's recommendations were adopted essentially verbatim by Congress
in 1980.25
Even after the 1980 amendments, establishing copyright protection for the literal text of computer programs was a protracted process.
Courts separately considered and affirmed the copyrightability of source code,26 object code,27 microcode or "firmware,"28
applications programs,29 and operating systems.30 A similar debate occurred over the literal copyrightability of program outputs, such
as video game displays.31 In each case, courts found the literal elements of computer programs copyrightable only over vigorous
opposition. Nonetheless, by the mid-1980s it had been firmly established that computer programs were "literary works" that could not
be literally copied, and that program outputs were "audiovisual works" that could not be literally copied. Courts then turned to the
thornier question of non-literal infringement.
B. The Problem of Non-Literal Infringement
The difficulty with non-literal copyright infringement is that when only concepts and not actual language have been copied, courts are
put to the test of distinguishing idea from expression. This is not a problem that arises only in the computer context. Indeed, Judge
Learned Hand commented early and often on the arbitrariness of any such determination.32 Two factors make the idea-expression
dichotomy particularly difficult to apply in computer cases, however. First, computer programs are written for a utilitarian purpose.33
Expression in the code or structure and organization of a program is normally only incidental to that purpose. Courts must therefore
identify and protect that incidental material, while leaving the functional aspects of the program free for all to duplicate. Second,
computer programs are technically complex and inaccessible to the lay person, a category which includes most federal judges. Judges
are therefore forced to rely on second-hand knowledge and testimony about the programming process to a far greater extent than in
other literary cases.
These problems have driven a number of courts to search for rules to help them evaluate non-literal infringement in software cases.
Two such rules grew to prominence early in the history of computer copyright cases. First, some courts solved the "problem" of nonliteral infringement by refusing to protect computer programs against non-literal infringement at all. The clearest example of this
approach was Judge Higginbotham's decision in Synercom Technology v. University Computing Co.34 In that case, Synercom had
designed a series of "input formats" which would accept data from users in conjunction with a program which analyzed engineering
problems with the design of buildings. EDI, the defendant, wrote a program in a different language which accepted information in the
same formats as Synercom's program. The court held that the sequencing and ordering of data inputs constituted the idea of
Synercom's program, rather than its expression, and therefore found no infringement in the copying of those sequences.35 Judge
Higginbotham explained that "[h]ere . . . the form, arrangement, and combination is itself the intellectual conception involved. It
would follow that only to the extent the expressions involve stylistic creativity above and beyond the bare expression of sequence and
arrangement, should they be protected."36
Synercom's conclusion was endorsed, albeit indirectly, by the Fifth Circuit's decision in Plains Cotton Cooperative Ass'n Inc. v.
Goodpasture Computer Service.37 That case held that the structure and organization of computer input formats could not be protected
because they were determined in large part by functional considerations. The court did not expressly hold that input formats could
never be protected, but it did cite the Synercom decision with approval.38
The Synercom approach to the non-literal infringement problem has the virtue of simplicity. Unfortunately, it also has the effect of
denying copyright protection even to obviously expressive elements of a computer program, such as original compilations and designs,
if an infringer copies the "look and feel" of those elements, rather than their actual implementation in code. Judge Hand's warning
about plagiarism by means of "immaterial variations"39 seems particularly apt here. Under the Fifth Circuit rule, copiers were free to
take the "heart" of a computer program, including its expressive elements, a freedom they did not have with any other type of work.40
To avoid this problem, while still devising a rule that was easy to apply, some courts went to the opposite extreme, protecting nearly
all elements of a computer program against non-literal infringement. The paradigm case of this "broad protectionism" is the Third

Circuit's decision in Whelan Associates Inc. v. Jaslow Dental Laboratory Inc..41 There, the court was called upon to evaluate a claim
of infringement of a custom computer program for record keeping in a dental laboratory. Whelan was a computer company that had
developed the program to the specifications of its customer, Jaslow. When Jaslow developed and began marketing its own program in
competition with Whelan, Whelan sued. The record indicated that Jaslow had not copied Whelan's code, but that the two programs
were similar in their overall structure, sequence and organization.
The Whelan court began its analysis by concluding that the non-literal expressive elements of a computer program were entitled to
copyright protection, citing the universal rule with regard to other types of works.42 The court acknowledged that this result put it at
odds with Synercom, but found that there was "no statutory basis for treating computer programs differently from other literary works
in this regard."43
Having decided that the non-literal elements of computer programs were entitled to protection, the court set about the task of
formulating a test to distinguish protectable from unprotectable elements.44 The Court reviewed Baker v. Selden in detail, and drew its
test from what it took as the central lesson of that case:
[T]he purpose or function of a utilitarian work would be the work's idea, and everything that is not necessary to that
purpose or function would be part of the expression of that idea . . . Where there are various means of achieving the
desired purpose, then the particular means chosen is not necessary to the purpose; hence, there is expression, not idea.45
The court felt that the test it articulated would "provide the proper incentive for programmers by protecting their most valuable
efforts," citing evidence that most of the cost of developing a computer program is in designing the structure and logic of the
program.46
The court's application of its test to the case before it was straightforward. The court described the "idea" of the computer program as
"the efficient management of a dental laboratory (which presumably has significantly different requirements from those of other
businesses)."47 The choice of this basic concept as "the" idea of the Dentalab program made application of the idea-expression
dichotomy quite simple: "Because that idea could be accomplished in a number of different ways with a number of different structures,
the structure of the Dentalab program is part of the program's expression, not its idea."48 The court acknowledged that its approach
was at odds with Synercom, but felt that there was no merger of idea and expression in the case before it, since the "idea" of efficiently
managing a dental laboratory was separable from the many possible ways of accomplishing this goal.49
During the same period, a number of district courts took an approach similar to Whelan, at least to the extent of rejecting Synercom
and protecting software against non-literal copyright infringement.50 On that issue, Whelan remains uncontroversial to this day.
Indeed, the Fifth Circuit has since reversed Synercom and affirmed the copyrightability of non-literal elements of computer
programs.51
Whelan's broader holdings, however, sparked a firestorm of controversy, with most commentators critical of the decision.52
Commentators have pointed to two weaknesses in Whelan's approach. First, Whelan's statement of the idea-expression dichotomy as
excluding protection for the idea of the program and everything necessary to that idea is accurate but arguably incomplete. The court
left the definite impression that this central idea was the only thing that could not be protected by copyright. As subsequent cases have
noted, under traditional copyright rules protection does not extend to facts, "scenes a faire," elements dictated by efficiency or
functional considerations, patentable processes, material drawn from other works or from the public domain, and expression which has
"merged" with the underlying idea.53 While certain language in Whelan indicates that the court recognized that facts and scenes a faire
at least were unprotectable,54 the court apparently considered them unprotectable only to the extent that they had merged with the
overarching idea of the work.55
The second problem with Whelan is its definition of the unprotectable idea. As Judge Hand noted long ago, ideas can be defined at
different levels of abstraction.56 Choosing the level at which an idea is defined is critical to determining how much expression will be
protected; the more general the idea, the more "expressive" material will fit under its umbrella. As an admittedly extreme example, the
Whelan court might have defined the idea of the Dentalab program very generally (say, "to make money"). Under the test the court
articulates, if making money is the idea, anything not necessary to that idea is expression protectable by the copyright laws. Since a
dental laboratory is not the only way to make money, the concept of a dental laboratory itself would be protectable "expression" that
could not be copied under this test. Most people would agree that this is an absurd result, but it does demonstrate the power that
defining the idea has in determining the scope of copyright protection.
Unfortunately, the Whelan court's definition of the idea of the Dentalab program is not much narrower than our hypothetical. By

defining the idea as "efficiently managing a dental laboratory," the court opened the way for any particular means of (efficient)
management to be protected. For example, since it is presumably possible to manage a dental laboratory efficiently without using a
computer program, Whelan's entire program is arguably merely an "expression" of the overarching idea of efficient management.
Certainly, the court translates its broad idea into broad protection for the structure of the Dentalab program, even though the court
conceded that similar structures could also be found in competing, presumably non-infringing programs.57
In short, the problem with Whelan is the same as the problem with Synercom, from the opposite side. In both cases, the courts
sacrificed accuracy in separating protectable from unprotectable material in order to achieve a workable rule that is easy to apply.
Neither Synercom, which protects virtually none of a program except the literal code, nor Whelan, which protects virtually the entire
program, actually address the difficult problem of how to separate idea from expression in the context of computer software. Instead,
both lines of authority do their best to pretend the problem does not exist.
III. Convergence: Modern Trends in Software Copyright
A. Altai and the Filtration Bandwagon
It was not until 1992 that an appellate court tackled this tough problem head on. In Computer Associates Int'l, Inc. v. Altai, Inc.,58
Computer Associates ("CA") sued Altai for allegedly copying portions of its operating system scheduling program in order to make
Altai's program compatible with CA's. An Altai employee had originally copied portions of CA's code directly; when Altai found out
about the copying, it rewrote its program so that it did not include any CA code. Nonetheless, CA claimed that the rewritten Altai
program infringed CA's copyright in the non-literal elements of its program.59
The Second Circuit began its discussion by agreeing with Whelan and its progeny that copyright protection extends to the non-literal
elements of computer programs.60 However, the court said, "that conclusion does not end our analysis. We must determine the scope
of copyright protection that extends to a computer program's non-literal structure."61 In this second determination, the Altai court
diverged substantially from the method of analysis used in Whelan. The Altai court labeled Whelan's application of the idea-expression
dichotomy "suspect because it is so closely tied to what can now be seen-with the passage of time-as the opinion's somewhat outdated
appreciation of computer science."62
In its place, Altai adopted a three-step procedure that has come to be known as the abstraction-filtration-comparison approach.63
Rather than treating the non-literal elements of a computer program as a unified whole, the Altai approach uses "analytic dissection"64
to break the program into its constituent parts, and then evaluates the copyrightability of each of those parts. The first step in this
process is to break the "structure" of a computer program into different levels of abstraction, based on Judge Hand's test in Nichols v.
Universal Pictures Corp.65 At its lowest level, the structure of a computer program is based around a set of individual mathematical
instructions. At progressively higher levels, these instructions are organized into subroutines, subroutines into routines, routines into
software modules, modules into higher-level modules, and these high-level modules into the overall function of the program.66
Once this separation has been completed, the Altai test proceeds to "filter" the unprotectable elements out of the program structure at
each level of abstraction.67 Like Whelan, the Altai court concluded that the underlying idea of a program, and any structural elements
necessary to that idea, are unprotectable. In addition, Altai identified several factors to be considered in the filtering process. First, the
court removed from consideration elements of CA's program structure which were dictated by efficiency, on the grounds that the idea
and expression have merged where "efficiency concerns . . . so narrow the practical range of choice as to make only one or two forms
of expression workable options."68 Because computer programs are utilitarian works, and the goal of computer programmers is
normally to implement their ideas efficiently, this is a significant limitation on the protection afforded program structure, particularly
at higher levels of abstraction.
Second, the Altai court removed from consideration the programming equivalent of scenes a faire-standard programming techniques
and elements of the program dictated by external factors. In particular, the court identified five elements of computer programs that
were not entitled to protection under the scenes a faire doctrine.69 Finally, Altai held that factual material or material taken from the
public domain could not be included in the copyrightable expression of the program.70
Once the unprotectable elements had been filtered out of the program, what remained was "a core of protectable expression."71 The
court applied the traditional infringement test to this core expression, comparing the equivalent structures in the two works to
determine whether they are substantially similar and, if so, whether any copying was substantial.72 Under this approach, a plaintiff will
be successful only if she can demonstrate substantial copying of protectable expression.

Altai rejected CA's argument that its filtration approach would inadequately protect computer programmers and therefore would be a
disincentive to computer research and development. Even if that were true, the court said, the Supreme Court's decision in Feist
Publication v. Rural Telephone Service73 makes it clear that "substantial effort alone cannot confer copyright status on an otherwise
uncopyrightable work."74 The court noted that "[t]he interest of the copyright law is not in simply conferring a monopoly on
industrious persons, but in advancing the public welfare through rewarding artistic creativity, in a manner that permits the free use and
development of non-protectable ideas and processes."75
While the Altai filtration approach was criticized by large computer companies who are commonly copyright plaintiffs-IBM's lawyer
called it "a legal Chernobyl";76 Apple's lawyer said it "complicated the simple and confounded the complex"77-it has found rapid
acceptance among the courts.78 In the two and one-half years since Altai was decided, the Second Circuit's filtration approach79 has
been endorsed by the Federal Circuit,80 the Fifth Circuit,81 the Ninth Circuit,82 the Tenth Circuit,83 and district courts in the Eleventh
Circuit.84 Altai has also been endorsed by courts in Canada,85 the United Kingdom,86 and France.87 Only the First Circuit has
questioned the filtration approach, and they complained that the test was too broad rather than too narrow.88 Certainly, no court has
followed Whelan since Altai was decided.
To be sure, application of the filtration test has not been uniform in the courts. The test has acquired some accouterments (and perhaps
greater sophistication) on its way to general acceptance. The Tenth Circuit decision in Gates Rubber is particularly notable in this
regard. In that case, the court acknowledged that "[a]pplication of the abstractions test will necessarily vary from case-to-case and
program-to-program. Given the complexity and ever-changing nature of computer technology, we decline to set forth any strict
methodology for the abstraction of computer programs."89 Nonetheless, the court identified six levels of "generally declining
abstraction": (1) the main purpose of the computer program, (2) the structure or architecture of a program, generally as represented in a
flowchart, (3) "modules" which comprise particular program operations or types of stored data, (4) individual algorithms or data
structures employed in each of the modules, (5) the source code which instructs the computer to carry out each necessary operation on
each data structure, and (6) the object code which is actually read by the computer.90 The court used these levels of abstraction to
facilitate its analysis of the program at issue.
The Gates Rubber court also gave further content to the filtration part of the Altai analysis. The court filtered out six unprotectable
elements: ideas,91 the processes or methods of the computer program,92 facts,93 material in the public domain,94 expression which has
"merged" with an idea or process,95 and expression which is so standard or common as to be a "necessary incident" to an idea or
process.96 Finally, the court indicated that comparison of the protected elements of a program should be done on a case-by-case basis,
with an eye toward determining whether a substantial portion of the protectable expression of the original work has been copied.97 The
Gates Rubber court specifically rejected a comparison of the "total concept and feel" of the two programs, on the grounds that that test
"was developed in different contexts and it is not very helpful in comparing similarities among protected components of computer
codes."98
Gates Rubber adds a great deal of detail to the framework established by Altai. The Tenth Circuit's gloss on Altai has itself received
substantial support among the courts adopting the filtration approach.99 In spite of the differences in the particular filtration test
applied by different courts, it is now possible to say with some certainty that the Third Circuit's approach in Whelan is dead. Between
1992 and 1994, the federal courts converged on the filtration approach exemplified by Altai and Gates Rubber.
B. Difficulties in Applying Altai
Given the time, money and energy that have been poured into the debate over how to evaluate non-literal infringement claims in
software cases, it would be reasonable to assume that judicial resolution of that debate would go a long way towards determining the
scope of protection actually afforded computer software. Reasonable, but wrong. The Fifth Circuit observed in Engineering Dynamics
that its adoption of the filtration approach "should not convey a deceptive air of certitude about the outcome of any particular computer
copyright case."100 Indeed, a quick review of the recent cases applying the filtration approach indicates that filtration is not
particularly well correlated with "narrow" copyright protection. Not only have at least two courts given a broad scope of protection to
programs while applying the filtration test,101 but one court has criticized the Altai filtration approach for giving too much protection
to programs.102
To be sure, several courts applying the filtration test have concluded that the particular programs at issue are deserving of little if any
protection against non-literal infringement. For example, in Altai, the Second Circuit affirmed the district court's determination that the
OSCAR program "effectively contained no protectable expression whatsoever."103 Not surprisingly, therefore, it also agreed that
similarities between the few remaining protectable elements were de minimis and did not warrant a finding of copyright
infringement.104 Similarly, the Gates Rubber court found that most elements of the program structure and command operations were

not protectable, although it did remand to the district court for further evidence on similarities between the screen menus and sorting
criteria in the two programs, as well as to consider the effect of programming errors common to the two programs.105 And in Apple,
the Ninth Circuit held that virtually none of the elements of Apple's graphical user interface (GUI) were protectable in the
circumstances of that case.106 While it did consider the program as a whole protectable as a compilation, that compilation received
only thin copyright protection and was not infringed by the defendants.107
On the other hand, some courts that have adopted the filtration approach (at least in name) have nonetheless granted broad protection
to the non-literal elements of computer software. For example, the district court in CMAX held that the organization of the blank forms
designed to collect information from the user of the program was not dictated by function or by industry custom, and therefore was
protectable.108 And the Fifth Circuit's decision in Kepner-Tregoe defines expression quite broadly in finding non-literal
infringement.109 Still other courts have taken a similarly broad approach in applying the filtration test, but with certain reservations or
limitations. For example, in Atari, the Federal Circuit held that Nintendo's instruction code for its lockout chip-in essence, a method of
generating the proper data stream to unlock the Nintendo system-was copyrightable because the instructions themselves were
arbitrary, and therefore not dictated by function.110 At the same time, the court seemed to suggest that Atari would not have infringed
Nintendo's copyright if it had used one of the "multitude of different ways" of generating the data stream necessary to unlock the
Nintendo console.111
To complicate matters further, the First Circuit's recent decision in Lotus v. Borland takes another tack altogether, eschewing the
filtration test entirely. In that case, Lotus had sued Borland for copying the menu command hierarchy of its 1-2-3 spreadsheet program.
Borland admitted copying the menu structure, but both parties agreed that Borland had not taken any Lotus code. The First Circuit
concluded that Lotus' menu structure was not entitled to any copyright protection because it was a "method of operation," which
section 102(b) of the Copyright Act says is unprotectable. The Lotus court criticized Altai as "misleading because, in instructing courts
to abstract the various levels, it seems to encourage them to find a base level that includes copyrightable subject matter that, if literally
copied, would make the copier liable for copyright infringement."112 The filtration test "obscures the more fundamental question of
whether a menu command hierarchy can be copyrighted at all."113
This wide divergence between results achieved by courts applying the filtration test cannot be explained by the nature of the programs
at issue. Courts have reached different results with respect to protection for GUIs and menu-driven I/O formats,114 with respect to
copying of compatibility elements,115 and with respect to the copying of program structures.116 Nor can the amount of copying alone
explain this divergence. Some courts have found no infringement in spite of substantial copying,117 while other courts have found
infringement even in cases of minimal copying.118
It would seem, then, that the apparent harmony evident in recent decisions is illusory. When the details of each case are examined,
there appear to be significant differences between the results courts reach using the filtration test. While the courts have finally agreed
on some first principles in software copyright law, much more obviously remains to be done. In the next section, I offer some
suggestions.
IV. Beyond the Protection Debate-Proposals
To some extent, the differing outcomes courts have reached in applying the filtration test may simply reflect their political
predispositions towards "high" or "low" protectionism.119 Some courts may simply be more willing to find infringement than others
given the same set of facts. But I do not think that application of the filtration test need be entirely ad hoc. In this section, I propose a
unified approach to the abstraction-filtration-comparison test which I hope will resolve much of this difficulty.
A. The Abstract Nature of Abstraction
The "abstraction" part of the Altai test has caused a good deal of consternation among lawyers and courts attempting to apply the test.
Lawyers argue over whether programs are in fact written using the levels of abstraction described in Altai. Courts adjust the test to fit
their particular view of programming. Lawyers and courts then tangle again over which level of abstraction is the proper one to apply
in their case, how the levels apply to unusual parts of programs (like graphical user interfaces and other screen displays), and even
whether the copying at that level of abstraction was literal or not.120
All of this debate misconstrues and unnecessarily complicates the abstraction step of the Altai test. The problem is that lawyers and
courts take the abstraction step too literally, forgetting that it is intended to be, in fact, an abstraction. It is easiest to see this problem
in the context in which the abstraction test was first applied-a claim of infringement of a traditional literary work.121

Judge Hand suggested that "[u]pon any work . . . a great number of patterns of increasing generality will fit equally well, as more and
more of the incident is left out. The last may perhaps be no more than the most general statement of what the [work] is about, and at
times might consist only of its title . . . ."122 For example, in the case of a book, the "lowest" level of abstraction is the text of the book
itself. At higher levels of abstraction, the book might consist of a paragraph-by-paragraph outline or summary, a chapter-by-chapter
outline or summary, a general description of plot and characters, and (at the highest level) the thesis of the book itself. If a book is
alleged to infringe the copyrighted work, we first break the copyrighted book into "levels of abstraction"123 and do a quick look at the
accused work to see what it is that the plaintiff claims was copied.124 If the actual text has been taken, the "abstractions" analysis
merges into the test for literal infringement. But if the defendant has not copied any actual text, he may still be liable if he has copied
the organization or the "texture" of the book at a higher level of abstraction.
Of course, in the literary context we all know that this "higher level of abstraction" is merely an artificial construct to help us decide
the case. There may or may not be a "chapter outline" and a "paragraph outline" which were used in writing the copyrighted work. But
it doesn't really matter. Certainly, the inquiry is not whether the defendant had access to and copied from the outline, but whether he
copied from the finished work at that particular level of generality. Once we have identified the level (or levels) of generality at which
copying is alleged to have occurred, we can proceed to the next step-filtration-to decide what parts of the copyrighted book are
protectable at that level.
Unfortunately, in the computer cases everyone seems to have forgotten that the abstraction test is only a judicial construct. Programs
are composed of object code, just as books are composed of words. If a copyright defendant has not copied the object code itself, the
question becomes whether she has copied the program at a higher level of generality (or "abstraction"). But courts should not care
whether the defendant actually had access to and copied the plaintiff's flow chart, just as they do not care whether the defendant had
access to the plaintiff's paragraph outline in the literary context. The only relevant question is the level of generality at which the
copying is alleged to have occurred. Once this level of abstraction is identified (and in many cases copying may be alleged at more
than one level of abstraction), courts can proceed to decide how much protection the copyrighted program is entitled to at that level.
The First Circuit's decision in Lotus v. Borland seems to suffer from the problem of taking the abstraction analysis too literally. The
Lotus court rejected the Altai test on the grounds that
[w]hile the Altai test may provide a useful framework for assessing the alleged non-literal copying of computer code, we
find it to be of little help in assessing whether the literal copying of a menu command hierarchy constitutes copyright
infringement. In fact, we think that the Altai test in this context may actually be misleading because, in instructing courts
to abstract the various levels, it seems to encourage them to find a base level that includes copyrightable subject matter
that, if literally copied, would make the copier liable for copyright infringement . . . . We think that abstracting menu
command hierarchies down to their individual word and menu levels and then filtering idea from expression at that
stage, as both the Altai and the district court tests require, obscures the more fundamental question of whether a menu
command hierarchy can be copyrighted at all.125
This argument misunderstands the Altai test. First, it is simply wrong to speak of "abstracting menu command hierarchies down to
their individual word and menu levels." Indeed, it is really wrong to speak of what Borland did as "literal copying" of the menu
hierarchy. Lotus distributed object code which, in certain combinations, produces physical images on a screen which represent certain
words and which have certain effects. Borland did not copy that code; rather, it wrote its own code which produced similar images and
had the same effects as the Lotus code. This may or may not be copyright infringement. It is not "literal" copying of the Lotus program
any more than an accused book which uses the same organizational scheme as a copyrighted work, but different text in each chapter,
has "literally" copied the original book. A proper application of the Altai approach in this context would identify the menu command
hierarchy as the level of abstraction at which copying was alleged, and would then proceed to decide what if anything was
copyrightable at that level.126
Of course, this is in effect precisely what the Lotus court did-although when it reached the "filtration" step, it determined that the entire
program was unprotectable at the menu command hierarchy level. Thus, both the result and even the approach in Lotus are entirely
consistent with the abstraction-filtration-comparison test. Unfortunately, however, the Lotus court's misinterpretation of that test led it
to declare that it was taking a different approach.
B. Filtration and the Role of Software Patents
Having identified the level or levels of abstraction at which copying is alleged, the next step in applying the Altai test is for the court to
"filter out" those parts of the program which are not copyrightable at that level of abstraction. There has not been serious judicial
dispute over how to apply this part of the test, although there is certainly a political debate over what and how much material should be

filtered out. The Lotus decision, however, does raise two issues of importance in conducting the filtration inquiry. First, the majority
applies the "method of operation" limitation in section 102(b) to find the Lotus 1-2-3 menu command hierarchy uncopyrightable, in
effect "filtering out" the entire program at that level. Second, Judge Boudin's concurring opinion focuses on the question of whether
software ought to be protected by copyright law or by patent law. As it turns out, these two issues are related. To understand how they
are related requires a brief digression into the history of software patents.
In the early days of computer software, program owners seeking legal protection had very few options. Computer programs were
protectable either under copyright law (in accordance with the CONTU report) or under trade secret law. Problems inherent in trade
secret protection,127 however, left copyright the only realistic way for most companies to protect their programs.
Traditionally, patent protection has not been available for computer programs. Patent protection was rejected by the Supreme Court in
Gottschalk v. Benson on the grounds that a computer program merely recites a mathematical algorithm,128 and that mathematical
algorithms are laws of nature that do not constitute patentable subject matter.129 Between 1972 and 1981, during the "formative years"
of intellectual property protection for computer software, therefore, software designers had to reckon without the possibility of patent
protection for their inventions.130
In 1981, the Supreme Court decided the case of Diamond v. Diehr.131 That case did not reverse Benson, but it did adopt an
intermediate position with respect to the patenting of computer programs. Diehr held that a process was not unpatentable merely
because it recited or applied a mathematical algorithm as one of its steps. Rather, the relevant question for the Court was whether the
patent claimed nothing more than the algorithm, or whether it added other steps to the process (or, in the case of an apparatus claim,
whether the claim was limited to the implementation of the algorithm in a particular physical structure).132 Significantly, the Diehr
Court indicated that a process or apparatus claim was patentable even though the only inventive element of the claim was the
algorithm, as long as some physical structure or process steps were included.133
The effect of Diehr was to exalt artful drafting above the substance of the patented invention. A new mathematical algorithm was
unpatentable if it was claimed as a mathematical algorithm, but the same algorithm could be patented by attorneys smart enough to
include the proper claim elements in their application.134 By the late 1980s, the rush to patent software was on.
Today, it seems reasonably clear that software is patentable. The formalistic rules required by Diehr have been progressively relaxed,
allowing the patenting of algorithms with only the barest tie to physical structure or process.135 The Patent Office has issued thousands
of software patents, and continues to issue more each year.136 The Patent Office has even granted patents on bare mathematical
algorithms themselves.137 The only remaining disputes primarily concern the form software patent claims must take.138 And even
those disputes may soon end, since GATT requires that member nations issue patents without discriminating against particular
technologies.139
What does the availability of software patents mean for software copyright law? There is no question that patent and copyright law can
coexist in the software context.140 In the current legal environment, a savvy lawyer will no doubt seek both patent and copyright
protection for an important program. But the overlap between patent and copyright protection highlights the importance of the ideaexpression dichotomy in copyright law, which serves to distinguish copyright from patent. As the Federal Circuit explained in Atari:
In addition, copyright protection does not "extend to any . . . procedure, process, system [or] method of operation." 17 U.
S.C. section 102(b). In conformance with the standards of patent law, title 35 provides protection for the process or
method performed by a computer in accordance with a program. Thus, patent and copyright laws protect distinct aspects
of a computer program. Title 35 protects the process or method performed by a computer program; title 17 protects the
expression of that process or method. While title 35 protects any novel, nonobvious, and useful process, title 17 can
protect a multitude of expressions that implement that process. If the patentable process is embodied inextricably in the
line-by-line instructions of the computer program, however, then the process merges with the expression and precludes
copyright protection.141
The Atari court's final point is critical-the scope of expression protectable under copyright law varies with the scope of protection
afforded ideas under patent law. In theory, this should not be true. The patent and copyright statutes are independent, and there is no
reason to believe that changes in one statute mean changes in the other. But in practice, software copyright law has been protecting
"patent-like" inventions for some time. The rules of section 102(b)-against copyrighting ideas, processes, systems, etc.-have not been
strictly enforced in the software context, because as a practical matter no other form of protection for the ideas and processes of a
computer program was available.142

Perhaps this was a bad idea from the outset. Certainly, many have argued persuasively that copyright has never been suited to protect
computer software, offering numerous examples of the poor "fit" between the two.143 Further, as Judge Boudin noted in his
concurrence in Lotus v. Borland, "[i]t is no accident that patent protection has preconditions that copyright protection does not-notably,
the requirements of novelty and non-obviousness-and that patents are granted for a shorter period than copyrights."144 Altering
copyright law rather than employing patent protection has arguably overprotected computer software, because copyright contains none
of the safeguards of patent law's validity rules and examination procedures.
It doesn't really matter whether this expansion of copyright law was wise or not, however. As software patents gain increasingly broad
protection,145 whatever reasons there once were for broad copyright protection of computer programs disappear. Much of what has
been considered the copyrightable "structure, sequence and organization" of a computer program will become a mere incident to the
patentable idea of the program or of one of its potentially patentable subroutines. Broad copyright protection of the sort afforded in
Whelan will become both unnecessary to software owners and problematic from the standpoint of intellectual property theory.
Arguably, the decision in Lotus v. Borland is merely an application of this principle. The court's decision adds a new item-"methods of
operation"-to the list of things which must be filtered out before comparing the copyrighted and accused works. This decision is
consistent with the idea suggested above: that courts have in the past been giving some copyright protection to ideas and functional
program elements, but that they should cease doing so now that programs are eligible for patent protection.146 Indeed, Judge Boudin's
concurrence explicitly focuses on the patent-copyright distinction, arguing that the structure, sequence and organization of computer
programs are particularly suited to patent rather than traditional copyright protection.
The availability of the patent option affects virtually all cases involving non-literal infringement or the copyright protection of program
elements at a high level of abstraction. In these cases, the existence of software patents should make courts less willing to extend the
coverage of copyright law to ideas and the functional elements of programs, and more willing to engage in a strict filtration analysis.
C. Comparison: Sliding Scales and Virtual Identity
The third step in evaluating a claim of copyright infringement is to compare the copyrightable elements of the program at the relevant
level of abstraction (if any) with the corresponding elements in the accused program. The law in this area is underdeveloped. Two
important factors in this analysis are the nature and amount of the copying that has occurred. "Copying" software can mean many
different things. It might mean duplication of the object code of a program-the production of a true physical copy of the program. It
might mean copying of source code to create a program that runs on a different operating system. It might mean copying of the basic
instruction sets used by the original program. It might mean copying one or more subroutines from the program, or writing a program
with a similar structure, or even writing a program to do the same thing as the original.147
To complicate matters further, how much is copied may vary along with the level of abstraction at which it is copied. Thus, an accused
infringer may copy material verbatim, creating an identical work. Alternatively, he may make "immaterial variations" in the work,
producing a virtually but not precisely identical copy. More significant differences between the two works may result in a "copy"
which is substantially similar to the original, but which also contains nontrivial differences from the original program. Finally, an
accused infringer may "copy" small pieces of a work as part of a wholly different work, creating minor similarities between otherwise
different works. Different types of copying are represented on the axes of Figure 1. On the vertical axis, I have presented a variant of
the "levels of abstraction" identified by Altai and Gates Rubber for use in software cases. On the horizontal axis, I have presented a
rough measure of the amount of copying that has occurred.
None of these gradations are captured by the Altai filtration test. This is not because the filtration test is flawed, but because the test is
largely directed at identifying protectable expression (the copyrightability portion of the infringement analysis), not at comparing a
copyrighted work to an accused work. When the comparison step is considered, it becomes evident that the nature of the copying
matters.
First, the level of abstraction at which the copying occurs is important, because computer programs generally receive more copyright
protection at low levels of abstraction than at high levels. Other things being equal, a finding of copyright infringement is more likely
against a company that copies x percent of the object code of a program than against a company that copies the same percentage of the
basic structure of the program. This is true because object code is more likely to contain protectable expression than is basic program
structure.
Second, it also matters how similar the two programs are. If the accused program is identical to the copyrighted program, it is almost
certainly infringing, since if the copyrighted program contains any protectable expression, that expression has been copied. By
contrast, if there are only minor similarities between the two programs, it is much less likely that a court will find infringement, since

minor similarities are more often accidental or the result of unprotectable common elements.
These two principles interact. Identical copying of object code is unquestionably copyright infringement, except perhaps in the most
unusual case.148 By contrast, minor similarities between the purpose or basic structure of two programs almost certainly do not
constitute copyright infringement. Between these extremes, analysis of copying must take place on a sliding scale: the higher the level
of abstraction at which similarities are found, the closer the works must be before a court should find copyright infringement. I have
depicted this sliding scale in a rough, stylized way as the diagonal line in Figure 1 located in the appendix at page 34.
This sliding-scale, "organic" analysis of copying finds significant support in other areas of copyright law. In Hoehling v. Universal
City Studios,149 for example, Hoehling was the author of a non-fiction book analyzing the destruction of the German zeppelin
"Hindenburg" by fire in New Jersey in 1938. He advanced a particular theory to explain the Hindenburg explosion-that the
Hindenburg was sabotaged by a crewman on board. When Universal made a movie of the explosion which featured a crewmansaboteur, Hoehling sued for copyright infringement.
The Second Circuit rejected Hoehling's claim:
[W]here, as here, the idea at issue is an interpretation of an historical event, our cases hold that such interpretations are
not copyrightable as a matter of law. In Rosemont Enterprises, Inc. v. Random House, Inc.,150 we held that the
defendant's biography of Howard Hughes did not infringe an earlier biography of the reclusive alleged billionaire.
Although the plots of the two works were necessarily similar, there could be no infringement because of the "public
benefit in encouraging the development of historical and biographical works and their public distribution." To avoid a
chilling effect on authors who contemplate tackling an historical issue or event, broad latitude must be granted to
subsequent authors who make use of historical subject matter, including theories or plots.151
The court went on to note a caveat, however:
We are aware, however, that in distinguishing between themes, facts, and scenes a faire on the one hand and
copyrightable expression on the other, courts may lose sight of the forest for the trees. By factoring out similarities
based on non-copyrightable elements, a court runs the risk of overlooking wholesale usurpation of a prior author's
expression. A verbatim reproduction of another work, of course, even in the realm of nonfiction, is actionable as
copyright infringement. Thus, in granting or reviewing a grant of summary judgment for defendants, courts should
assure themselves that the works before them are not virtually identical. In this case, it is clear that all three authors
relate the story of the Hindenburg differently.152
Other courts have adopted the "virtual identity" standard as well, in the artistic as well as the factual context.153
Hoehling's two lessons-that we must not "lose sight of the forest for the trees," and that virtual identity may constitute copyright
infringement even in circumstances in which substantial similarity does not-have direct applicability to the software context. Indeed,
several courts have adopted a similar approach in applying the filtration test.
The most obvious example is the Ninth Circuit's decision in Apple Computer v. Microsoft.154 There, the court engaged in abstraction
and filtration of the graphical user interfaces in copyrighted and accused programs. After filtering licensed and other unprotectable
elements out of Apple' Macintosh GUI, the court found that only a few isolated parts of Apple's interface were subject to copyright
protection. The court also agreed that Apple was entitled to protect its "unique selection and arrangement" of its (largely
uncopyrightable) features.155
However, the claim that Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard copied the arrangement of icons and menu items works at a higher level of
abstraction than the claim that they copied the icons themselves. Rather than individual program elements, Apple is now claiming that
the overall structure of the GUI has been copied. Because the alleged infringement occurs at a higher level of abstraction, the court
held that it is not enough to show that the two interfaces were arranged in similar ways: "[w]hen the range of protectable and
unauthorized expression is narrow, the appropriate standard for illicit copying is virtual identity."156 Other courts have similarly
acknowledged that copyright protection for computer programs must be judged on a sliding scale, with the degree of similarity
required for infringement varying according to the level of abstraction at which copying is alleged to have occurred.157
The filtration of unprotectable elements out of a computer program is only part of the analysis in a copyright infringement case.
Comparison of the two programs necessarily requires a detailed inquiry into how much copying occurred, and at what level of

abstraction. Where the alleged similarities occurred at a high level of abstraction, at which the copyright owner is entitled to little
protection, she must be able to show more striking similarities between the works than if the copying had occurred at a lower level of
abstraction.
D. Justifications for Copying
Proof of copying under the abstraction-filtration-comparison test does not end the copyright analysis. There is a final step, in which the
court must determine whether the copying was justified under one of several provisions giving rights to users of copyrighted programs.
The copyright fair use doctrine has increasingly been interpreted to give accused infringers the right to engage in some copying of
computer programs for a socially useful purpose. In particular, most courts to consider the issue have permitted the copying of
software to the extent necessary to ensure compatibility or interoperability between computer programs, although the issue is not yet
completely settled.158 Similarly, section 117 of the Copyright Act gives users of computer programs the right to make certain copies
and derivative works,159 although some courts have tended to read section 117 fairly narrowly.160
The existence of these "justifications for copying" does not relate directly to the determination of copyrightability or infringement.
However, because they affect the circumstances under and frequency with which copyright defendants will be held liable, these
doctrines may interact with the determination of copyrightability in a somewhat surprising way. Courts may be more willing to confer
copyright protection on programs if that protection does not foreclose copying under all circumstances. Judge Boudin's concurrence in
Lotus v. Borland is quite explicit in identifying this tradeoff.161
Indeed, the tradeoff is a particularly important one in the Lotus case. The majority in Lotus decided that the menu command hierarchy
of the 1-2-3 program was not copyrightable at all. This means that if Borland "had simply copied the Lotus menu (using different code
[]), contributed nothing of its own, and resold Lotus under the Borland label,"162 it would still be off the hook under the majority's
analysis. By contrast, the alternative suggested by Judge Boudin-that "Borland's use is privileged because . . . it is not seeking to
appropriate the advances made by Lotus' menu"163-would protect Borland only in situations where it had contributed something of
public value, or where it had not appropriated value from Lotus. The result in the actual case would be the same under this "privileged
use" rationale, but Lotus would still be able to protect its menu structure against those who merely sought to counterfeit it.
V. Conclusions
For some time, judicial and academic debate on software copyright law has focused on selecting the appropriate test for
copyrightability of computer programs. Today, this debate has largely been resolved. Since the adoption of the abstraction-filtrationcomparison test by the Second Circuit in 1992, most courts to consider the issue have lined up behind this approach. However, this
convergence on a legal standard for software copyright law has not produced corresponding agreement among the courts in the
outcomes of copyright infringement cases. Rather, the terms of the debate seem to have changed.
In this Article, I suggest a way to apply the abstraction-filtration-comparison test which should help courts make consistent decisions
regarding infringement. First, the abstraction test should be used only as an analytic guide, and not as a representation of reality.
Viewed as a guide, it is possible to reconcile even cases such as Lotus v. Borland with the Altai approach to infringement. Second, the
filtration analysis must take account of software patents. The ready availability of software patents means that broad copyright
protection for the structural and functional elements of computer software is less important today than it was ten years ago. It also
means that courts should be careful to respect the idea-expression dichotomy in applying the filtration test. Third, copying is not a
unitary phenomenon. In comparing two works, courts should be sensitive to both the extent of the similarity between the works, and
the level of abstraction at which the similarity is tested. To account for these factors, courts should adopt a sliding-scale approach to
copyright infringement. Finally, a finding of infringement is not necessarily the end of the story. Copyright fair use doctrine provides a
number of possible justifications for copying that courts should consider closely.
Application of these principles will help ensure consistent judicial decision making, as well as a copyright doctrine which is both fair
and consistent with the rest of intellectual property law.
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